“Where is Kitty?” Anna asked Mom. Kitty always slept on Anna’s bed. This morning though, Kitty wasn’t there.

“I don’t know,” Mom said. “Maybe Kitty is hiding.”

“What if Kitty is scared?” Anna worried. “I need to find her.”

“Maybe,” Mom agreed. “I did leave the back door open earlier. I went outside to rake leaves.”

Anna raced out the back door.

Anna stopped at a pile of red and orange leaves. An orange kitten was sleeping on it. “Kitty!” Anna cried.

Anna tucked some leaves around Kitty. “You weren’t scared. You just wanted your own bed.”
WHERE IS KITTY?
by Anita N. Amin

1. Where does Kitty usually sleep?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Four Places Anna Looks for Kitty

   a. in the window
   b. in her cat bed
   c. under a pile of leaves
   d. on top of a leaf pile

3. Where was Kitty?
   a. in the window
   b. in her cat bed
   c. under a pile of leaves
   d. on top of a leaf pile

4. What kind of story is this?
   a. fiction
   b. non-fiction
   c. tall tale
   d. poem

Now try this: On the back of this paper, write your own question about the story.
Have a friend answer it.
WHERE IS KITTY?

by Anita N. Amin

1. Where does Kitty usually sleep?

- on Anna's bed
- under the beds

Four Places Anna Looks for Kitty
- behind the doors
- in the closets
- also accept:
  - on the pile of leaves
  - or
  - outside

2. Where was Kitty?

- a. in the window
- b. in her cat bed
- c. under a pile of leaves
- d. on top of a leaf pile

3. What kind of story is this?

- a. fiction
- b. non-fiction
- c. tall tale
- d. poem

Now try this: On the back of this paper, write your own question about the story. Have a friend answer it.